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Meridian HD621 HDMI Audio Processor Gets 3D Update 
with All-New Firmware 

 
 

Meridian Audio has announced that it is making 3D capable firmware available for its 

HD621 HDMI Audio Processor. 

 

The HD621 is the vital link between a Meridian system and the latest sources that 

use HDMI. HD621 separates HDMI audio and video, usually carried via the same 

cable, delivering pristine audio to a Meridian system. Meanwhile the video content is 

fed direct to the display via a single cable, eliminating additional switching. 

 

Now, with brand new firmware, HD621 adds support for 3D video formats to its 

already impressive feature set, ensuring the HDMI Audio Processor remains the vital 

link in all surround-sound and A/V projects. 

 

HD621 also performs up- and down-sampling of digital audio to ensure the very best 

sound from today’s varied sources. It also includes Meridian’s highest-performance 

FIFO buffering technology to remove jitter and deliver a significant improvement in 

sound quality from all HDMI sources. 

 

The 3D capable firmware is already being installed in all new production HD621 

HDMI Audio Processors, and is now available to all Meridian retailers and installers 

who can update products already installed in customers’ homes and systems, 

bringing 3D support to their Meridian Digital Theatres and surround systems. 

 

More information on the Meridian HD621 HDMI Audio Processor here:  

http://www.meridian-audio.com/the-collection/surround-sound/hd621-hdmi-audio-

processor.aspx  

http://www.meridian-audio.com/the-collection/surround-sound/hd621-hdmi-audio-processor.aspx
http://www.meridian-audio.com/the-collection/surround-sound/hd621-hdmi-audio-processor.aspx


 
 

RELEASE ENDS/ No Embargo  
 
All information provided is subject to change without notice 
 
For further technical information, please contact: 
Roland Morcom roland.morcom@meridian.co.uk  
 
For further press information, please contact: 
Andy Giles at AGA andy@andygilesassociates.co.uk  
Henry Griffiths at AGA henry@andygilesassociates.co.uk  
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About Meridian Audio 
Meridian is based near Cambridge, UK, and was founded in 1977 by Bob Stuart and Allen Boothroyd. 
With over 30 years’ history of innovation and development of uncompromised consumer home 
entertainment systems offering exceptional performance, this award-winning company is widely 
recognized as a world leader in high-quality audio and video reproduction. Meridian developed the 
first audiophile CD player, the world’s first consumer digital surround controller, and the MLP lossless 
packing system included in Blu-ray Disc. The company’s optical disc players, DSP-based 
loudspeakers, video projectors, and scalers are unique in the industry, maintaining a super-quality 
digital signal throughout the path from the studio to the home, using advanced digital signal 
processing to deliver both a sweet, natural sound and smooth, crystal-sharp images with true 
cinematic realism. In late 2008, Meridian acquired leading networked media server developer 
Sooloos, and today the Meridian Sooloos Digital Media System offers a unique combination of superb 
digital audio quality with the world’s most innovative, flexible and intuitive touchscreen-based home 
entertainment system. 
 
Visit: http://www.meridian-audio.com  
 
Follow us on Twitter at:   Become a fan on Facebook: 
@MeridianAudio   @Meridian Sooloos  
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